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Parking problems
continue, survey to
be conducted
parking spaces for students.
This week, security began iLc;
parking survey, which takes place
the third and founh weeks ofeach
On Tuesday, SepL 5, John semester.
"The survey predicts the busiCarroll University halted the sale
ofparking permits in order tore- est parking days, reveals parking
evaluate the parking situation. lot fill-up patterns and displays
However, both restricted and the availability of parking at speunrestricted parking permits are- cific times of each day," McCafonce again available for pur- frey said. "It is especially critical
this semester because ofincreased
chase.
"We stopped selling permits enrollment."
Parking Jot uaffic is heaviest
to guarantee space availability,"
said Fran McCaffrey, director of on WednesdaysatJCU. Mondays
security. "We checked all park- and Fridays are equally busy.
ing lots both Tuesday and Tuesdays and Thursdays are the
Wednesday night and found 55 least busy.
JCU currently uses 17.4 perand 54 vehicles respectively
cent of its property for parking.
without permits."
Toaccomodatethose UJderus Only 20 percent of the property
who wished to purchase pennits can be used for parking according
Sept. 5-7, students' names were to the University Heights zoning
code.
put on a waiting list.
"If it becomes necessary, the
"We contacted those students
on thewaitinglist Thursday eve- Unive~~tyisprep~edtoconstruct
ning, giving them the first chance an addiuonaJ parking lot between
10 purchase permits Friday mom- Grasselli Library and the library
ing,"McCaffrey said. 1'Twenty- lot.," said John Reali, vice presiseven of those individuals pur- dent of services. "The lot would
contain J50spotsand bringJCU's
chased permits, 17 have not."
The university has reserved parking zone close to 20percent."
826 out of the 1273 available

by M.M. Messina

University gains top award
. ln recognition of its Minority Recruitment, Counseling and Placement Program, John Carroll University received the top prize of
$100,000 in the "Award of Excellence" competition sponsored by The
Consolidated Natural Gas (CNG) Foundation.
"John Carroll won the top award because of its excellent and
innovative minority affairs program," said East Ohio Gas President
Russell R. Gifford. "AtEastOhioand CNG, we'recommilted to equal
opportunity, affirmative action, and excellence in education. John
CarroiJ has been successful in all of these categories."
The Rev. Michael J. Lavelle, S .J., president ofJCU, promised, "Our
University will use our $100,000 award for minority scholarships.
Even though there were no strings attached to CNG's generous grant,
we wish to continue the momentum we have already achieved with our
minority affairs program."

JCU students stood up aod shouted as Otis Day and the Knights rocked the Varsity Gymnas ium
last Saturday night. Many of the concert goers were dressed in togas in order to prope-rly celebrate tbe Studeqt Union's "Animal House Weekend." See story, p. 6.
_,........, •••. Oottb-,,s.J.

International Studies Center
WJ.}} hOSt Soviet fiiiTI conference
by Elmer Abbo

News Reporter
The spirit of glasnost will embody John Carroll University as
the lntemational Studies Center
prepares to co-host the Cleveland
Film Conference with the Cleveland Cinematheque.
On Oct. 25-29, JCU will welcome about 20 Soviets and 30
Americans from across the country to partake in the conference,
entitled "Soviet Cinema Today:
Literary and Cultural Aspects."
These prominent writers, journalists. directors. historians, academicians, and scholars will share
in open discussion on a variety of
literary, cultural, and political
themes.

"The idea was generated by the
Soviets who wanted an opportunity to talk among themselves and
Americans who are in the same
field," said Dr. Robert Sweeney,
formerdirectOrofthelnternationaJ
Studies Center.
With funding from the Gund
Foundation, the conference will
entailinformaldiscussionsaswell
as videos by Moscow News and
Ogonyokmagazineduring the day
atJCU. Films will be presented in
the evening followed by discourse
with the films' directors at the
Cinematheque located at the
Cleveland Institute of Art.
The conference will feature
such distinguished Soviets as
Vladimir Voinovich , writer;
Yegor Yakovlev, editor-in-chief
of Moscow News; Vitaly Korot-

ich, editor-in-chief of Ogonyolc.
Ales Adamovich, head of the
Scientific Research CenterofCinema Art in Moscow; and Andrei
Smimov, Acting First Secretary
of the Union of Soviet Filmakers.
"In establishing the International Studies Center we wanted
to develop conferences and programs wilh international themes,
and this project seemed very appropriate," explained Dr.
Sweeney.
The discussions, which will
be held in the Jardine Room, are
open free to the public. Though,
observers will not be allowed to
be active participants in the discussions.
"It's not an academic conference as such, but it'sacademically
interesting," added Dr. Sweeney.
'~:-&.
::;,
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Drugs do not make
America land of the free or
home of the brave anymore
If you want to haggle about
cost, stop reading here.
Taken for what 1t truly stands
for, the Bush administral.ion 's new
drug strategy is the tirst serious
attempt at drawing bauJe plans
for America's only real war.
WhileSenator JoeBiden harps
about the cost of such a program
at the judicial commitLee hearings, we must ask ourselves what
is the cost compared to the consequences ofa drug-infested America?

Sometimes, we have a misguided conception about value.
We tend to put pricetags on potentiallife-saving programs.
While Biden argues cost, another twenty year-old fallsprey to
the sweet talk of a drug dealer.
Another youth is killed on the
streets of Los Angeles in a gang
war destined to have no winners.
Another family mourns the death
of a Leenager who overdosed on
his flCSt try with crack.

Member of the Associated Preu
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Like all powerful diseases, no
one is immune. No one. Not Len
Bias, the tremendously gifted
basketball player who was almost
drafted by the Cleveland Cavaliers. Instead, he was drafted by
the Boston Celtics; he celebrated
with his flCStand last cocaineparty.
NOl Don Rogers. A fine professional football player who was
the spearhead of the Cleveland
Browns' "Dawg Defense," he feU
prey to the Big Lie.
Not John Belushi. A superstar
with a wild life-style. a comedian
with a vast repitoire, a gifted perfanner with a world ofriches ahead
of him, lost in his race with cocaine_
No one is immune. Despite all
the education, the teaching, the
films, the commercials, the the-
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atre productions, the advertise- Curtail the war which only shows
ments, the statistics ... no one ts signs of growing.
immune. The war must be escaThe general reaction toward
lated.
the stealth born ber was the priceIs the cost lOO great? Is $7.9 tag was too high, but nothing
billion too b1g a pricet.ag? Then seemed to follow, and the bomber
consider the consequences, the still fltes. One can only hope that
wide-sweeping effect of the drug the drug program flies after this
initial reaction as well.
habit America supports.
We allow Colombian drug
William BenneLL, president
lords to hold their country seige. Bush's drug policy director, proOur drug money allows them to posed that.the tirst part of the
build power bases so strong, that drug strategy was to build new
they can stage a civil war with the prisons. He also called for a doucoumy's government.
bling of aJJ funds for state and
We allow gangs to flourish in local-level law enforcement
the city streets, laying down their
lt may not solve all the probown set of rules. Anyone who lems, butitcenainly marks a step
crosses these gangs will find out in the right direction. Prisons and
j ust how powerful they have be- law enforcement fund increases
come.
point to a new determination to
We call ourselves "The land of catch and detain drug offenders.
the free, and the home of the
The only way tomakethedrug
Brave." Well, wake up, America. strategy successful is to support it
Drugs hold us hostage, and make through a sustained effort. There
us cowards.
is no haJ f way. There are no shortThe most amazing thing of all cuts.
is that there is less of an uproar
It's time to be free, and its Lime
regarding the escalation of a war to be brave.
which probably won't ever happen than there is for a plan to
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Kandu's death highlights the dangers of captivity
audicnceaftercollidingwithCorky,theotherkillerwhale accordmg 10 Grccnpcace officials, whales in captivity
in her tank. The act seemed to be one of aggression. Park almost always die within eight years after they are capImagine your spacious environment suddenly shrink- officials say that the aggressive behavior between the turcd. When animals are not pcrmiued to ltve and nourish
ingand limiting its boundaries, enclosing you within unfa- whales started when they met two years ago.
in natural seuings, they do not learn the skills that arc
miliar walls.
According to Benjamin Decble, an ocean ecology needed 10 survive to the wild. They do not eat, sleep, hum
Imagine yourself on display, a performer for millions of campaigner in ScanJe fonheenvironmental group Green- or mate under normal circumstances. Accordmg to Dr.
curious tourists.
~--~.---~fiiiiiijiiiiiliiiiiPiiiiiiiiiiJ;;;~.-iiiiii-T--------, James McBain,astaff veterinarian atSea World,
fmagme yourself kept apart from your
o
only 10 percent of a ktller whale calrs diet
0
family and from the rest of your species.
o
consistsofitsmother's milk. In thewild,acaJf
00
This is the way of life for a killer whale in
~"'
subsists on a diet comammg a substantially
captivity.
® ....-=
largeramountofmilk.
This tragedy should serve as a warning-an
Today there are 35 captured whales kept
0
in simulated environments throughout the
illustration showing that when an animal is
world. There are eight such whales in the
kept out of itS natural habitat, it docs not live
United States.
or behave normally. These beautiful and
These beautiful mammals should not be
amazingly peaceful mammals should be freed.
confined to these unnatural settings. The
As Ms. Ingrid Newkirk, nauonal director
whales are forced to serve as profitable tourist
for the Ethical Treatment of Ammals assertS,
attractions; they do not have sufficient space r-v
"It is absolutely wrong that the people who run
and they do not exhibit normal behavior pat- M
these enterprises (amusement parks) are really
terns.
peace, "Kandu 's death is therefore an indication that preying on people's interests and aumction to these rather
Contrary to their name, killer whales are not aggressive something is wrong at Sea World." These whales are not exotic ammals," and that the spectators are "unwittingly
LO each other in the wild. They humin large packs and feed
living under normal circumsranccs aHd their 4 million _paying for more and more captures, more disruptions of
on seal, sea birds and fish.
gallon tanks cannot simulate an oc~ As Decble cJ.a.im:s. pods and family life, and more loneliness and stress for
However, on Aug. 22, Kandu, one of the four whales "An orca (killer whale) in captivity ts like an eagle iff a whales."
kept at a Sea World in San Diego, was killed during a parakeet cage."
Clifton, a sophomore, is a biology maJOr.
routine performance. Kandu bled to death in front of the
In the wild a whale can live up to 80 years of age. But
Megan Clifton, Forum Write r

J

to
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Bush dealt Tiananmen a deserved and appropriate response
thousand(theexactnumbcrisstill
not known) lost their lives to
Today, more than one million machine gun f~re in Tiananmen
protesters clogged the streets of Square.
Beijing, China, denouncing the
The woridatlarge wasshocked.
Chinese government's lack ofef and rightfully so. Not since 1956,
fort on vital reform issues. The when the Soviet Union used tanks
mass demonstration coincides and artillery 10 quell the rebellion
with the visit of Soviet leader in Hungary, had a government so
Mikail S. Gorbachev. The pro- brutally forced a people into subtestors, mostly Chinese students, mission.
The fact that it happened was a
walked peacefully along the Beijing streets. The government
~Th,e Chinese
promised to talkwithstudent leadgovernment,
fearful of
ers and discuss possible solutions
to$1ng its
to the discord. Newsweek, May
outoritarion
grip.
25, 1989.
blatantly
lied
to
In an all-out display ofmilitary
hundreds
of
might, the Chinese government
thousands of
sent troops into Beijing's Tiananmen Square today in order to
nonviolent protesters
disperse the thousands ofstudents
by refusing to
still gathered there in support of
negotiate for
democratizing the country. The
possible changes in
troops opened fire on the huge
government policy
crowd. with casualty estimates
and using force to
rangingfrom 100 to 20,000 dead.
suppress them."
Government officials claim only
23 students were killed, but survi- tragedy. The fact that it could
vors of the auack say 'more than happen again is a worse tragedy.
15,000 of our brothers and sis- We, meaning the nations of the
ters' were slain. Newsweek,June world, can never allow something
like the Tiananmen Square mas10, 1989
And so went the news reports sacre 10 happen again-ever.
To get an idea of how lowly reout of China this past summer.
The Chinese government, fearful garded the people of China are by
oflosing its authoritarian grip, bla- their government. consider the
tantly lied to hundreds of thou- following conversation between
sands of nonviolent protesters by paramount leader Deng Xiaoping
refusing to negotiate for possible and the moderate head of the
changes in government policy and Chinese Communist Party, Zhao
using force to suppress them. So Zizan. Deng was willing to do
much force, in fact, that several anything to slOp the protests, while
Scott Tennant

Zhao sympathized with the stu- other countries and coerce the
dents and often spoke on their Chinese government into positive
behalf.
action?
DENG: 1 have three m1llion
None arc vahd answers lor bauoops behind me.
sically tJwe rusons: China does
ZHAO: I have all the people in
·sush did all he could
China.
hove d one. In
DENG: Then you have nothaddition to
ing.
denouncing
the
Deng declared martial law over
of
the
actions
much ofBeijing and even blocked
Chinese government.
foreign television transmissions.
he·also ac ted as on
The fact that the students were
causing such trouble during the
intermediary
first Sino-Soviet summit in over
between the
30 years served only to increase
Western world and
his desire to "restore order," (i.e.:
Chino.. •
kill anyone who made waves).
Meanwhile, President George not have any economic dependBush urged the Chinese govern- ency on the U.S.; military interment 10 consider reform and resist vention would lead to something
using force against the swdents in far more dangerous; and, if there
any way. Deng and other officials was a risk involved in forming a
gave a half-hearted "promise" that bloc of resistance, how many U.S.
they would try to avoid conflict, allies could be counted on IOStand
but also reminded Bush to stay out
of China's internal affairs.
It was only when the crackdown on Tiananmen Square occurred that Bush and thercstofthe
world realized the lengths to which
the Chinese would go in order to
enforce conformity.
Bush formally condemned
Deng's policy of "might making
HAIRCUT
right." but some argued that his
response to the situation was weak
NLY $10 \
and ineffective.
In response to such criticism,
ask yourself what Bush could possibly have done. Economic sanctions? Threaten mihtary intervention? Gather suppon from

rum?
Bush did all he could have done.
\n addiuon to dcnouncmg the ac-

uons of the Ctunesc govemmem.
he also acred as an ~nrennediary

between the Western world and
China.
Accordmg to Newsweek
Maga1.1nc, the Tiananmen Massacre " may have shown the resolve of a lcadershtp cnppled for
weeks by a power struggle and
humiliated by an tnability 10 control its own capiral ctty." In view
of the I0,000 or so arrests of
"revoluuonancs" m China recently and the dismissal of Zhau
from his political post, Newsweek
Magazine's assessment is accurate.
Tennant is a sophomore English-history double maJor who also
writes for the sports department
at The News-/Jerald in
Willoughby.
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Syrians and Christians clash in Beirut
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) _
Synans and lhe1r allies auacked
three gateways mto the besieged
Christian regton norlh of Betrut
Sunday, and Chrisuan Gcn. Mtchcl
Aoun charged the Untted States IS
allowing Syria to annex Lebanon.
Pohce said four people were
killed and 17 wounded in overnight artillery duels and daytime
battles on Beirut's dividjng Green
Line and the towns of Souk eiGharb and Ein el-Tuffaha.
That raised the casuaJty toll
since the current round of Lebanon's 14-year-old civil war
erupted March 8 to at least 837
killed and 2,491 wounded.
Along the Lebanese border,the
Israeli army com mandcrs reported
Arab guerrillac; shot and fatally
wounded an lsrach soldier in an
overnight clash that also left one
of the attackers dead.
George Habash's Syrianbacked Popular Front for the Liberation of Palesune clauned responstbility for the attack, saying
Israeli trOOps "suffered heavy
casualties" but gave no figures.
Police said Syrian guns opened
up before dawn on ships trying to
run a si'lt-month blockade of the
Christ•an enclave, apparently
suspecting the vessels were carrying arms and supplies from Iraq,
Aoun's main backer and Syria's
Arab arch-rivaL
Aoun's gunners responded
with 155mm how1tzer barrages
against Synan artillery baueries

along the seas1de Ein Mreissch
boulevard in Moslem west Beirut
Synan and Christian forces
traded tankand gunflfeatSouk elGharb and Ein el-Tuffaha 10 the
central mountains all day, police
reponed. The two abandoned
summer resorts have key road
junctions leading to the Chnstian
region from the central mountains.
Police said Syrian artillery and
rocket batteries in hills above Ein
el-Tuffaha were pounding the
town ofBekfaya Sunday night at a
raLe of 10 shells a minULe.
In Beirut,lheSyriansand Christians clashed in running gun baules
behind heavy arullery barrages
across the main crossing point
betweenlheChristiancnclaveand
Moslem west Beirut.
Pollee said several buildings
wereablazeas the thunder of shells
resounded across the city. Radio
stations urged the remaining population to seek refuge in basements
and bomb shelters.
More than 1.3 million of
Beirut's 1.5 mHiion population
have fled the capilal to safer areas
because of Lhe fighting.
Beirut newspapers quoted
Aoun as saying that President
Bush's administration is doing
nothing to curb Syria's actions in
Lebanon.
"America practices the policy
of bowing to Syria's influence in
Lebanon ... and is giving Syria the
opponunity to annex Lebanon,"
Aoun declared. ''We ask the

Urutcd States not to supportSyna 's
occupauon of Lebanon.'·
The 54 -year-old MaromLe
Catholic general has vowed to
chase out of Lebanon the 40,000
Syrian troops deployed in mainly
Moslemsectorssincea 1976Arab
League peacekeeping mandate.
Aoun says Syria has betrayed the
mandate by siding with the Moslems against Christians in Lebanon's 14-ycar-old civil war.
Aoun has accused the Ameri-

cans of selling out to Syria. Christian leaders charge Washington IS
afraid any acuon agrunst Syria
could harm eight Amencans held
hostage by Iranian-backed Shute
Moslem groups.
Syria is Iran 's main ally and
has pledged to help frec the Amcricans, who are among 16 Westerners missing in Lebanon. Aoun was
quoted as saying: ''America docs
not have enough courage to confront terrorism.

" It's certain that Americans
will become the target for increased attacks all over the world
because the U.S. government is
making concessions to the terrorisLs."
Aoun described the U.S. Embassy in Christian east Beirut as
an "espiOnage network," but
offered to guarantee the security
oflhe30diplomatSevacualcdfrom
the fortified embassy compound
last Wednesday.

Professors urge peace negotiations
by laura 8oustanl ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~==~
For 14 years, Lebanon has been the battleground for many different people. Beirut, the city that was
the "Paris of the Middle East" before 1975 is nothing but a ghost town today. The commercial center
of Lhe Middle East is now facing the worst depression in its history.
Lebanon 1s a small country on thecoastofthe Mediterranean Sea. It is smaller in size than the state
of Connecticut., yet its population is a mix of almost 16 religious denominations. The people of
Lebanon managed to live in harmony for many years until the Palestinians decided to make Lebanon
their second Palestine. At that point, ru(ferem religious denominations became divided on the
Palestinian issue. This marked the beginning of a bloody and cruel war that has lasted 14 years.
Syria was part of a 1978 peace-keeping force that entered Lebanon, and although its presence
became illegal in 1982, it still occupies two thirds of that country. Over 800 people have been killed
and 2500 wounded since the civil war began.
Mr. Ernest Dc7.oll, professor of sociology, suggests that the Urn ted Slates should nei !her interfere
militarily in Lebanon, nor impose economic sanctions on Syria. He points out, however, that Lhe U.S,
sllOuld play an active role in peacenegoliations in Lebanon.
"l tbink that the U.Sy needs to ~s:W>ustt diplomatic relations with all parties as an initiaJ attempt at

aceuo-fise." ~ ~~.tO ~~sQtl)rnilof aU~ ~ltiesin the region to ~tlemyt~

solve the Lebanese problem!' ·
Dr. V erghesc Chirayalh,profuss<>rc;>f sociology. stre~scd the importance of sovcreigmy to a nation
and said that foreign fotces"Often do not help nations arrive at peaceful solutions to their problems.
Regarding U.S. intervention in Lebanon, The best shOw of force could be sponsoring genuine
peace talks among warring factions:~ Chirayath said.
The American response has been very much influenced by the Vietnam experience, Chirayalh said.
adding that "statistics hide awful truths about war."

BRIEFS*NA TIONAL NEWS BRIEFS*NA TIONAL NE
BUFFALO,N.Y. (AP)_Amajorfaultsystem in upstate
COLUMBUS, Oh10 (AP) Democratic Gov. Richard
DETROIT (AP) _ A federal probe of computer hackers
F. Celeste has used h1s pos1t1on and state funds to pursue his led to seizures of two computers, 2,000 rusks and equip- New York has shown signs of becoming active again after
peace agenda prompung a hostile response from some ment from the home of a man suspected of defrauding an earthquake in Canada last year, researchers at the state
credit card and telephone companies of nearly $100,000. University of Buffalo said.
conservative Ohio lawmakers.
But Celeste defended imtiatives that included a state
Robert Jacobi, an associate professor of geology. said
Secret Service agents armed with a search warrant
peace commission with a two-year budget of$1 million. raided the suspect's home in Warren early Friday, said natural gas emissions along the Clarendon-Linden Fault,
Peace is a key function of state government, he said.
James Huse, special agent in charge of the Secret Service which runs through western New York and into norlhem
"Peace isn't some absrract, mushy notion that we talk office in DerroiL
Pennsylvannia, have increased since the earthquake cenabout (in) marches or that we negotiate at lables that only
The suspect, described as a 28-year-old purchasing tered in Quebec on Nov. 25, 1988.
involve heads of state," he said.
agent, was at work atlhe time and was escorted back to his
Jacobi said the gases come from layers of Devonian
Among Celeste's harshest critics are Republicans such home by federal agents, Huse added.
shale I,000 feet under the earth's surface and indicate
as state Reps. Rodney HughcsofHuntsville, whocallshim
"No charges will be brought against him at this Lime," substantial seismic activity has recently occurred along the
"the peacenik governor," and William Batchelder of he said. An affidavit for the search warrant filed in U.S. fault.
Medina
District Court alleged that a network, believed to include
Jacobi andanothergcologisL,John Fountain, were alerted
"I think he's a we1rdo," Hughes said of Celeste. "And the Warren man, Infiltrated the computer systems ofcredit to the phenomenon after a farmer in Pike, N.Y .• said he
I think his wife ts JUSt as bad.''
card and telephone companies including MCI, AT&T and noticed gas bubbling from a swamp on his property. The
Peace initiatives, in the forn1 of speeches and actions, U.S. SprinL
frrstemissions of gas, which occurred just after the Quebec
have marked Celeste's tenure in office. In h.is inaugural
The network obtained charge card and telephone credit quake, were powerful enough LO blow mud into the tops of
address at the start of h1s second term 10 January 1987, the card numbers from a computer bulletin-board system that trees surrounding the swamp.
, governor 1is ted '·peace education'' along with jobs, educa- was made available to members of the hacking ring, Lhe
The fault zone has a long history of seismic activity,
tion and community-based human servtces as goals for his affidavit said.
including the 1929 Auica earthquake that scientists estiadministration.
The number of people involved, how long the ring mated LObe 5.5 on the Richter scale. Since then, more than
He has been true to that purpose. The 12-member peace operated and how much in goods and services were ob- a dozen quakes have occurred, ranging in magnitude from
commission he est.ablished by executive order last year tained was unclear Friday, Huse said. The network. was 2.7 to4.7.
was maC!e permanent by an act of the Ohio Legislature. Its dtscovcred after agents received an anonymous Lip.
Several gas tranmission lines, the Mount Morris and
paid staff is responsible for coordinating programs stateFriday's raid was the third suspected computer-hacking Rushford Lake darns, parts of the state Thruway and Attica
wide that teach conflict management and dispute resolu- operation federal agents have probed this year in the staLe prison, housing some 2,000 inmates, are on or near
tion skills.
Dettoit area.
branches of the fault, Jacobi said.
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Polish communists·search for new image
WARSAW, Poland (AP) _
Turned out of power last month
after45 years of supreme rule, the
Communist Party is hunting for a
newimagcanda programtowanit
a place in a more democratic Poland.
Everyone agrees it will not be
easy.
As the rtrst Communi5t Party
in the East bloc to Jose control of
government, it has few models to
follow.
"Now it's a not a question of
following examples, but setting
examples," said Janusz Kubasiewicz, Warsaw party chief and
Politburo member.
Never accepted by most Poles
who viewed the party as a Soviet
puppet, Polish communism itself
never really fit the rigid Soviet
mold.
The party grewoutofthe 1948
forced merger of the Polish Socialist Party, an authentic Polish
leftist movement, and the proMoscow Polish Workers Party that
replaced the Polish party Jiquidated in the late 1930son Stalin's
orders. After the war, workers and
students repeatedly challenged the
party's authority in a series of
• bloody uprisings. In l980,the independent workers' movement,

Solidanty, seriously eroded the
party's legit.imacy.
Hundrcdsofthousandsofparty
members joined Solidarity and 16
months later, Gen. Wojciech
Jaruzelski declared marual law to
crush the movement and stop furlher decline in the party. After
labor unrest broke out in 1988 and
thecconomyslid,Jaru.telski forced
the party to agree 10 legalize Solidarity again.
The April deal to legalize the
union also called for Solidarity to
back partially free elccuons.
Union-backed cand idates
swept to victory and the Communists suffered a humiliating defeat. Although guaranteed a rnajority in the Sejm, the powerful
lower house of parliament, the
Communists were unable to form
a government.
On Aug. 24 Solidarity adviser
Tadeusl. Mazowiecki was elected
to lead Poland's flTSt non-Communist government in 4 5 years. In
the past few months, pragmatic
partymembershaverealizedd.rasticchangesareneeded ifthepany
is 10 recover.
One of the flrst tasks was to
consider pruning the word Communist from the lexicon.
''Our party must be a socialist

party, we must get away from the
word 'communism' because nobody knows what it means," said
newly elected Central Commiuee
sccretaryMarekKrol. "From now
on we must be a political party, or
it's over."
Other changes are also in the
offing. Fifteen deputies on behalf
of the Communist parliamentary
caucus have proposed removmg
the clause in the consutution that
mandates that the Communist
Party be " the leading political
force in society.''
Deputy Sejm spcakerTadeusz
Fiszbach says more such iniatitves
arc likely. " We don' t want to be
seen by the electorate as those
who arc blocking change.''

But cosmeue changes are not
Mazowiecki intends 10 keep
enough for F1szbach. He wants 1.0 the powerful post ofpres1dent
ensure that the 173-mcmber of radao and television comCommun1st caucus in Parlaament maucc for Solidanty.
will play a role tn shaping party
TheCentral Commiuee has
policy. rather than bemg JUSt a turned over 1ts department of
tool of the Central Commiuee as propaganda to Krol, who atin the pasL
tractcd auenlion as the editor
Party leaders used to be s~ted ofWprost, a provocative party
in ParLiament. but in June almost weekly in the western city of
all top party candidates were de- Poznan.
fcated. Those elected feel they owe
He wants 10 depohlicize the
thcirelcction to thcvotcrsand not party's newspaper, get intcrthe party.
nal party mauers off the front
Changang llS name and initial- page. and develop mtcresting
ang popular legislation may help tclev1saon programs.
the party, but iLlStrying to change
•' We have to prove we can
its image at a ume that it will no be attracti ve, because biologilonger have unlimited access to cally the party is dying," he
media.
said.

Kosinski says change will take time
by Anton
Dr. Wallace Kosinski, pro-

from the United States~ Kosinski
fCSSQrofhistory, wasjn Poland said that President Bush's proin 1981 whenCommun.isttanks posed SlOOmtiUon and even Sen.
rolled into the Gdansk ship- Paul Simon's (D, IU.) $300 milyards to Squash the Solidarity lion are by no mcartS substantial
movemenL
enough to boost Poland's econToday, he exclaims aston- omy. Those sums "are stingy and
ishment at the recent political slender,'' he said.
"When the United StAtes had
reversal in i.hat Eastern European c9untry. Solidarity, the the funds

said Kosinslci. "WaJesa poinred
to a nearby monument, erected
to shtp workers killed by the
Communists, and said it would
be an everlasting reminder to
any fuwrc Polish regime about
tbemeaningofSolidarity. That
shows what Solidarity is. It is
an ideal of freedom. solid as

llbor--taltedU.i980bY

Lec:hWaJesa, has replaced the was locked out oflhepJan because the world."

Solidarity-led government
propose radical changes
New tax system part of proposal
WARSAW, Poland (AP) _ Cabinet nominees to the Solidarity-led
government on Saturday unveiled plans for a Western-style tax system
and a liberalized economy, saying radical changes are crucial to
removing the vestiges of Communist control.
The proposals were outlined for members of Parliament, who will
have flnal say on the new government proposed by Prime Minister
Tadeusz Ma7-<>wiecki
The 24-member Council or Ministers, or Cabinet, would include 12
ministers clearly aligned with the Solidarity labor movement. The
Communists would get four posts, although they have been guaranteed
control of the key defense and interior ministries.
The shape of Poland's historic new government began to emerge as
Parliament members quizzed Cabinet nominees on economic, political
and social issues.
"We face an economic process unknown in history. Nobody ever
tried to pass from the socialist economy to a free-market economy,"
saidWitoldTrzcciakowski,aSolidarityadvisernominatcdaschainnan
of the Economic Advisory Council.
Solidarity's Leszek Balccrowicz, nominated as vice premier and
finance minister, outlined an overhaul in the tax system that includes
lowering taxes on profits and instituting a progressive personal income
tax and a value-added tax, a form of sales tax.
Controls on wage inflation, liberalizing foreign trade rules, protecting the drain ofgoods and capital from Poland and unifying the official
and black-market currency exchange rates also will be part of the
program, he said.
The committee assessments are advisory, and the final decision will
be up to the Sejm, the powerful lower house of parliament. A
Solidarity-led coalition controls the chamber, and it is unclear how it
will react to Mazowiecki's nominees, who are considered compromise
candidates to placate the Communists.

of its Communist government."
Kosinski said. ·•Now, when Poland is no longer Communist but
still needy, the United States is
ncar broke and unable to provide
the necessary large amount that
Poland really needs 10 tum itself
any means," Kosin$ki said. around."
"Over 40 years of Communist
Kosinski spoke highly about
mismanagement ofthePolish the Solidarity rnovemcnL
'1n 1981 whileonsabbatical,J
economy by the Sovie!Scannot
be undone in a week, a year, or ~tood next to Lech Walesa -overfive
time."
look,ing the Gdansk shipyard
In regards to fmandal help where the movement was born,''

Communist regime that held
power in Poland since 1945.
"The success of theJ>olish
switch from thesocialiStcconomy lO tbe free market economy that the new government
intends is not guaranteed by

ye:ars

Dr. Kosinski streSSes cau·
tion in thinking that the Commonist Bloc will tumble hke
dominoes into free enterprise
and democmtic nauons 10 light
of the recent events in Poland.
"Eastern Europe is hard to
predict,'' Kosinski said. "This
Polish change could just as
easily be reversed. Much depends upon the Soviet Union
and it..o; attitudes. Poland must
be viewed with a cautious but
interested attitude."
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·The P.rince of Tides· is literary achievement
Throughout Wingo's colored past, evenlS occur Lhat
cause
admiration and anger. Season Lhis wilh humor and
By Bob Kertovic, Stoff Reporter
tragedy and one comes close to describing lhe make-up of
a schizophrenic family.
Just as the tides of the ocean ebb and flow. so does lhe
Conroy has a master's gifl for language. His poetic
Wingo family rise and fall in lhe book, The Prince of quality evokes images Lhatleave lhe reader with an unforTides. In lhis masterpiece of storytelling, Pat Conroy por- geuable panorama. The tapestry lhat Conroy weaves is
trays a soulhem family wilh a taboo past. The book begins compact and can only be taken apan Lhread by thread.
wilh a suicidal Savannah Wingo recuperating in a mental
Perhaps no better example of Conway's portrayal of Lhe
hospital. One of lhe few windows to her shattered psyche human spirit exislS Lhan lhe "whiLe dolphin event" in this
comes in lhe form of her poetry.
book. Upon reading it, one questions whelher lhis book is
Tom Wingo, her twin brother, is a compatriot in her
truly fiction or not
tragic past. He is the narrator of Lhe Wingo drama and
The most enduring quality oflhis book, however,liesin
provides an account of lhe family's history-an account of
its ability to relate to Lhe reader. The plot of lhis book deals
violence, death, loyalty, and love.
wilh a southern family. But, its lheme supercedes any one
Various characters in lhe book, like Mr. Fruit, lhe person or background, lhercby overcoming its potentially
wordless traffic controller, provide keen insight into human
southern generalizations. The Prince ofTides applies to
eccentricities. Olhers,like Reese Newbury ,allow a person
everyone.
to see into lhe heart of a greedy land mongrel.

The powerful and sometimes strikingly disturbing
trulh revealed in this book, due to the book being so akin
to real life, can leave one shocked and possibly even offended. However, the final resolution provides Lhereader
wilh lhe feeling lhat, indeed, this book is well worth lhe
read.
If a person was 10ld to read a book on that which makes
us human, The Prince ofTides would be lhe clear choice.
Its brilliant insights into how people lhink, its stark look
into Lhe deplhs of its characters souls, and its overwhelming intensity makes lhis brilliantly intricate book
an undoubtable winner; a colossal literary achievemem.

New ·wheels· revive Stones
By Dominic Conti
Entertainment Editor

In LhespaceofonJy six monlhs
(theshort.esttimeever fora Stones
record) Mick Jagger and Keith
Richards have managed to put
aside lheir personal, and most
importantly, musical, differences
to cut wbal may just tum out 10 be
"the last Stones record." The rec.
ord, entitled "Steel Wheels," as
you must have known, has been in
Lhe stores for almost a month now.
And, by God, it's pretty good.
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America's

No.1
Study Aid!!
GET TWO 10"
CHEESE PIZZAS

$6.99
Additional Toppings$.99

381-5555
1982 Warrensville Ctr.
One offer per pizza. Our
drivers carry less than $20.
Limited delivery area. Valid
on original pizza only.

Certainly lhe two most important RoJiing Stones, it certainly
seems somewhat of a miracle that
Mick and Keilh could manage to
come to terms.
Imagine, if you will, what Lhe
discussions these two had must
have been like; Mick, dancing
about with a happy smile on his
colossal lips, like a Jester on cocaine, sipping Perrier and listening to funic while they discussed
what they wanted to do wilh the
record.
Whereas, I can't see Keith
doing anything but sitting regally
in his chair like a medieval king, a
fierce scowl dominating his heroin ravaged face; a boUle of Jack
Daniels lodged firmly in his right
hand. Now and then he would tell
Mick to "shut up and play some
real rock." Just how could these
two opposites have managed to
get it Logelher? Aw, who cares?
I have 10 admit that I expected
lhe new record to be good. However, what I didn't expect was for
the record to imitate, and even

rival in some areas, classic Stones
records like "It's Only Rock 'N
Roll,""Between the Buttons," and
"Exile on Main Street"
For example, their last record,
"Dirty Work," was as tame as a
newly neutered tomcat, containingwaytoomuchofMick'sfunky
influences and almost no straight
out rock the likes of which is certainly found on the~tones• newest. "Sad Sad Sad" and "Hearts
For Sale'' are the two tracks that
most resemble old, vintage Stansian riffs. As a matter of fact,
those are the only two songs that
closely resemble former Stones
songs of yore.
Hey, I'm not saying that the
Rolling Stones have 10 sound like
lhey used to to be any good. That's
whatmakes "Steel Wheels" such
a fine record and "Dirty Work" so
subpar. Gonearelhepurelyblues
chords Keith is so famous for.
"Steel Wheels" rocks in a more
hard rock, eighties fashion.
"Mixed Emotions" is a perfect example. So's "Hold on to Your

Hat"

The
Rolling
Stones
h a v e

s hown
lhat they
can still
shine
like they
used to,
and yet are dexterous enough 10
change with lhe times.
On the bad side is the song
"Terrifying." It contains a little
too much funk action for my tastes,
but it's nothing so bad Lhat you'd
want to jump the needle past it
That'd be nearly blasphemic.
As always the RollingS tones
are so far ahead of the pack, as pertaining to musical conceptalization, Lhat its ridiculous to compare
any other band to them.
A perfect example is the Moroccan influenced "Continental
Drift." This song, wilh lhe help of
Moroccan musicians from
Jajouk:ka, further sets lhe Stones

apart from everyoneelse by breaking almost alJ lhe commmercial
musical barriers that it possibly
could.
Happily, the Rolling Stones
have managed toshinein the eighties in the same way Lhat they were
able to shine in the sixties; and the
seventies,too,forthatmauer. The
new record is perfect testament 10
that, and has since become a
musical bible, of sorts, for me.
Likely. it will remain so for a long
timetocome. And, hopefully, if
lhis record is as successful as I
lhink it will be (as it should be),
lhere will be a new record toreplace it. Hey, Lhe Stones rule!

'Full Moon Fever'-no petty album
By Eric Schurr

Tom Peny's new album is a
musical gem. In a time when Lhe
musical world is filled wilh classic rock revivals, Petty's "Full
Moon Fever" transcends lhe
boundaries between classic and
modem rock, and yet never loses
"lhe Petty touch."
Petty •s last project was done as
a Wilbury in "The Traveling
Wilbury's, Vol. 2." It is quite evident on lhis album that the project
has refined his music. George
Harrison plays guitar and sings
back up on one of the tracks. The

late Roy Orbison also sings back
upononeofthesongs. JeffLynne,
lhe least known of theW ilbury •s,
is involveo in almost every song
on lhe album.
Yet, this album is definitely
"all Petty." and is by far his best
complete album. It displays a
wide degree of versatility. Its got
everything; rockers, love ballads,
bluesy songs, and songs with a
southern touch to lhem. AU are
traditional bitter Petty songs wilh
a cynical sense of humor to them.
Petty's whiny, scratchy, alternately soft and powerful voice
carries the album while a brilliant
blend of acoustic and electric

guitars take lhe work on a roller
coaster ride of musical ecstasy.
The two singles now receiving
airplay alone display the variety
of styles lhis album contains. "Free
Falling" is a balJad Lhat brings
back memories of "Don't Come
'Round HercNoMore,"but is more
refmed and melodic. "Runnin '
Down a Dream" is traditional Petty
wilh a Wilbury-like beat to it.
Thefustsingle, "IWon'tBack
Down," is a collaboration wilh
Jeff Lynne and George Harrison,
and its upbeat tone adds a refreshing new twist to Peuy's music.
"YerSoBad,""ZombieZoo,"
and "A Mind With a Hean of its

Own" display lhe unique, yet biting Petty sense of humor.
"A Face in the Crowd" is a
depressing, gloomy song, while
the last of lhe album's lhree ballads, "Alright For Now," is a
unique, soft lullaby. "Depending
On You" is an upbeat song which
has lhesame tone as The Wilbury' s
"Handle Me wilh Care."
This album makes you want to
dance, cry, laugh, all atlhe same
time. It is a musical treat. Petty
whirls together a brilliant collection of emotional songs in "Full
Moon Fever," and, if you've been
wondering whelher it's worth the
money, then don' t. It is.
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·Romero· provides a
nightmarish realism
By Joe Cimpermon Asst. Entertainment Editor

Innocent men arc casuatcd with electricity. Young
women arc brutally beaten and raped. Children are mutilated and left to die in a garbage heap. Such is the stuff of
nightmares. This is also the stuff of the movie "Romero."
"Romero," starring Raul Julio, is the story of a man
who's tom between two very different poles. As archbishop ofEI Salvador, Romero must show equal attention
to both the greedy ruling class and the slarVing populace.
What he quickly finds out, however, is that this is impossible.
Romero is poruayed as a timid, easy going priest. He is
thought of as weak and spineless in the eyes of his feU ow
Salvadorans. Everyone is shocked when the Vatican
names Romero to be archbishop of El Salvador.
Perhaps even more shocking was the metamorphosis
experienced by Romero after his appointment. He is at
once made aware of the brutal murders at the hands of the
U.S. backed Salvadoran government. Romero is faced
with the problem of being true to two masters-the people
and the government.
Julio's acting runs hot and cold. At times, his rhythm is
awe inspiring. At other Limes, he misses a beat. Fortunately, the script and content of the movie keep it moving
smoothly. In terms of directorship, "Romero" is a treat. It
moves quickly and coherently, providing for a compact
movie. The vast imagery in this movie allows the viewer

Where·s the Music?

10 fuUy experience what the characters arc going through.
Sym bo1 ism prcvai Is and allows the characters to weave in
and out of double realities.
Whatthtsmovieespcctally succeeds at, iscausingastir.
Actually, 1t is more like a storm. How much is the U.S.
responsible for the barbaric massacres of innocent people?
How can the people of El Salvador gain freedoms which
they deserve? And, most pertinent, IS the church a place of
refuge fora persecuted people or a "whore who spreads her
legs for the highest bidder?"
Once Romero fully reali1..cs the injustice of the situation, he becomes infused with the desire to shepherd his
people. Through his widespread preaching of liberation
theology, the archbishop gives his people spritual sustenance. It is ironic that the life of Romero parallels the trials
of Christ. It is not ironic, however, that he meets the same
fate.
Romero's defiance of the evil government becomes a
light for the dismal Salvadorans. The scene in which he
risks his life for the reposscss1on of the church ts a major
turning point of the film. ~omero becomes a Christ figure
in the evergoing passion and crucifixion of a blameless
Central American people.
The archbishop proves that it is poss1blc to be a witness
for Christ without also being a puppet for a government, as
well. "Romero" is a movie wh1ch is so moving and potent
that it inspires much more than mere thought. It inspires
action.

By Philip Budnick
September is shaping up to be qu1tc the month for
album releases. Due out September 29 IS Grarnmy
winner Tracy Chapman and her second album, "Crossroads." The Eurythm1cs w11l also be back on the chartS
soon wtth the1r latest album, "We Too Are One." The
first single, "Revival," will be out in late September.
September 19 ts the release date for The Alam1's new
album, "Change." The ftrst single from the album
currently out is "Sold Me Down The R1ver."
Along the lines of Power Station, Tm Machine,
Traveling Wit bury' s,ctc., Michael Hutchcnce,ofiNXS,
has formed a "new" group, Max Q. This all Australian
band also includes new member, Ollie Olsen, and other
Sydney band members.
Speaking of foreign charts, Alice Cooper has really
made a comeback in the U.K. His latest album, "Trash,"
recently peaked at number two on the U.K. charts.
Another new album uo be Iistcnmg for is the new
Syd Straw album. This
sandy haired, former
Pat Benatar back-up
singer and Golden
Palominos member has
her debut solo album
out, entitled, "Surprise." The album Includes a duct with
R.E.M. lcad smger Michael StJpcon the song
Syd Straw
"Future 40's."

W.W. Hu t r'
"It is always bad business to try 10 explain yourself on paper."
-HunterS. Thompson

An nm12PJr.t1n

lnJagcm.
I can't think ofany better way to begin this column then by stealing the line, "please allow me to introduce
myself, I'm a man of wealth and taste," from Jagger and the boys. I, as someone with an eye for what's hip
and happening in our fair city would be wont to do, will present to you, the reader, a weekly summary of
eventS ranging from the highly culwralto purely hedonistic trash. I also plan to throw in a liberal amount
of social commentary to keep your attention. All you have to do is tum to these pages to solve the dtlemna
of "what's going on this weekend?"

Their country.
Their laws.
Their game.
His rules.

Cleveland w1ll light up this fall with some blockbuster eventS, so break out your favorit cardigan sweater,
dust off your best pennyloafers, and get ready for some hot action on those cool nightS. Here's a rundown
on this season's best and brightcsL
The Cleveland Opera will present a world premiere production of "Holy Blood and Crescent Moon,"
scripted and scored by ex-Police drummer Stuart Copeland. "Holy Blood" will be a classic opera, set during
the medieval crusades. The cast is extensive. and the tight scenes are higly choreographed. Copeland, who
has also wriuen scores for movies and TV shows, has promised that the production will appeal to heavy metal
fans as well as opera puristS. "Holy Blood and Crescent Moon" will run October 10 to 15.
The Cleveland Play House returns this fall after a critically acclaimed first season under artistic director
Josephine Abody. Highlighting this season wiH be a trilogy of plays by sou them author Reynolds Price. The
trilogy foUows the Iifeofa family over three decades. The Play House won a major national grant to produce
this new series. The Reynolds Price Trilogy will be preformed from October 1010 November 12.
The North Coast is never for want of good concerts, too. The Rolling Stones will grace the Cleveland
Stadium on September 27 and Love and RocketS will play with the Pixies at Public Hall on September 22.
A hot ticket for this weekend will be the Jason and the Scorchers show at Peabody's Downunder on
September 17. These Nashville boys blend cow-punk, rockabill y,and a sense of humor for aripsnortin •good
show.
WZAK and The Front Row will present "AFamily Affair" on September23 and 24. The show will feature
two Cleveland bands, TheO'Jays and Levert. The O'Jays have recently putout a record, entitled "Serious."
LeVert has also recently pressed a record; "Just Coolin."' TicketS for the shows are $19.75 each.
If anyone out there has any interesting tid bids for this column, please drop by the Carroll News office and
mention them.

Be one of the first 40 people to bring this ad to
The Carroll News office,
and receive a free BLACK RAIN prize.
Also, listen to WUJC 88.7 FM this week for your chance
to win free passes for the sneak preview of BLACK RAIN
at Loews Cedar Center Tuesday, September 19, at 8:00 p.m.

a lot more
The ugly rumor surrounding the job of a resident assistant at John Carroll
as that those employed an th1s capacity live for busung irresponSible but
harmless students on weekends.
Some rumors get even nasucr, claimmg RA's laugh hysterically as they
write up an anc1dcnt rcpon on some innocent bystander.
The truth of the matter is d1sc1plme takes a backseat to all the other
funcuons an RA serves.
"Of all the things we do, discipline is what comes 1nto play the least," said
Vicki Bodan7.a, an RAin Murphy Hall. "For example, there are times when
you have to be a nurse or a counselor. As part of the job, you always have to
be there for someone. There have been times when I have stayed up past three
a.m. JUSt to listen LO someone."
Peggy Zusc1k, the assistant head resident m Murphy, agrees.
"There arc so many rewards to being an RA," s~ud Zuscik. "Some of the
girls on my floor last year were thmkingofbecoming an RA. They later told
me their ultimate decision LO becomcRA 's was influenced by me. That at least
tells me I'm doing something nghL"
The hard part of the RA job is that there is no such thing as being off-duty
when on campus.
"When you walk the campus, and you sec people breaking a rule, you can't
walk by without saying something, or you arc not domg your job," srud
Bodan7.a. "I find it very hard to walk by a group ofguys in front of Dolan doing
something wrong and telling them to stop. The point of it is that you can never
leave your responsibilities somewhere else. You always have an obligation tO
fulfill."
The two RA 's do admit that there are days when the job is notal I that great
to have. However, it1S during these times that the RA's find out how valuable
their relationships are with the girls on their respective floors.
"We are human beings, too," said Bodanza. "We have needs. I have told
several girls that there are going to be days when 1 may come down, knock on
tlleJr door. and ask them 1f 1 could talk to them. r tell them t11atl an1 a student,
too, and that! go through the same problems they do."
"Through ume, the girls become your friends," said Zuscik. "When there
is mutual respect, then a friendship will grow out of that'

Audrey Stuart and Mary Mahoney arc old pros at the P A game. After serving
as an RA in Mill or Hall prior to her graduation in 1987, Stuart has returned to
become the head resident in Millor. Mahoney returns for her second year a<; the
third floor RA in Millor Hall.
Both are experiencmg a new senastion, however. Millor has, for the first time
in Its history, attracted hordes of freshman as a result of the repuls1on upperclassmen showed for triple-man rooms.
"It was the first time ever that I had to experience first week blues," said
Mahoney. "Last year, I was listening to everyone tell me things about their
summers. Now ,I'm listenang to stories about how homesick they are. It cenainly
presents a change for me."
Stuart was away for an entire year, and has had to adapt to the new faces. In
addition, she has had to adapt to being in charge of the whole dormitory.
"It is different not being able LO have a floor," said Stuart. "The biggest change
is that! deal a lot more with administration and I see a lot more paperwork."
A lithe adjustments aside, the two have a vast knowledge of what being an RA
entails. Oneofthoseduties istheflooractivity. The RAmustfinda way to promote
togetherness among members of their floor as well as provide an cntenaining
diversion.
"The best way to plan a floor activity is to be creative while at the same time
keep an ear open for what the girls want to do," said Mahoney. "Sometimes, I'll
come up with something that I have a good feeling they will enjoy. Other times,
the girls will come right up to me and say 'Let's do this' or 'Wouldn't this be fun."'
Another duty is that of listener. Stuart has listened to many problems, and finds
that the best advice to give is silent advice.
"I have found that the best thing to do when someone comes to you with a
problem is to just listen," said Stuan. "The problem with giVIng advice is that, if
itturnsout wrong, than the person loses confidence in you, and there could be other
negative repercussions. The most
common reason that an RA is sought
out IS that they need someone to listen
"I tell them that I'm a student, too, and that I go
to them."
through the same probl ems that they do."

An RA inSutowski Hall would seem
to have it easy. After all, the dorm consists mamly of upperclassmen, so the
usual freshman problems are minimal.
The dorm is also one of the newest on
campus, so the maintenance repons to
be tiled arc also at a minimum.
However, for Andy Kohl,this is !tis first time around.
As of three weeks on thCJOb, Kohl still carries the enthusiasm ofa rookie, but
he wasn't always so enamorate of the job.
"I admit that it was tougher than I thought it would be, at least in the
beginning," said Kohl. "But after I got by alltheorgani7.ational stuff in the first
week, I was able to scule down and enjoy the job.l knew what I was getting intO
when I signed up tO bean RA,so I haven'trcally been shocked by anything yet."
The SutOwski assignment suits Kohl fine, as he has several friends not only
on h1s floor, but also throughout the building.Ifhc had any apprehensions about
the job, familiar faces made the transition from resident to RA much easier.
"I knew when I signed up for the job that I would be sitting duty on weekends,
so that doesn't bother me," said Kohl. "What's great is even when I'm sitting duty
on weekends, people I know will stop in. In fact, I see more of my friends on
weekends now than 1ever did before."
The imporatant thing that Kohl believes is essential to a good relationship
w1th his floor is a mutual respect. Without it, he believes that his job would
would not be worth much.
"I have a great floor, so I don't have some of the problems other RA's hav!,
but I still have to get respect," said Kohl. "At the beginning of the year,! Laid
down the rules, and I told them 1 would have no problem as long as they
respected those rules. l don't mind them having a liule fun.
"We have a good relationship. As long as they don't break anything, it's no
skin off my back."
Theone interruption he didn'texpect was his first ftre alarm. Put simply, it
caught him off guard.
"You try to have all the information regardingafiredrill stored an your head,"
said Kohl. "In your mind, you run down the procedure for how to get everyone
out of the building in the safest and quickest way. But when the alarm went off,
it was hkc I froze for a second. I asked myself what I should do before I realized
that I was the one in charge. Then, my insticts took over. I did everything I was
supposed LO do, and it turned out alright It wasn't all tOO bad for a farst time."

- Vicki Bodanza

Olhel RA 's are making ll1UlS.itions as well. Ron Olivera was an RA of
a floor in Millor last year which consisted mainly of upperclassmen,
several of whom were older than Olivera.
This year, he is RA to a floor w1th a majority of freshmen.
"Last year, I'll admit it felt funny knowing I was the same age as many
of my floormates," said Olivera. "It didn't help that I was alittle unsure of
myself, and that I wasalwaysaskingmyselfifl was doing the right thing."
What a difference a year makes. Olivera obviously had enough good to
remember about his flfSt year to come back for one more
"This year,J've noticed a big difference already in that the guys on my
floor look up to me, and in tum, I get more respect from them. It's a good
feeling."
"I've learned from experience," said Olivera. "The bestthmg about
coming into this year was that l had that one year under my belt, and I know
what I'm doing now."
Since Ohvcra is a believer in getting off to a good start, it was no wonder
that he saw the weekend at Thorn Acres and Pioneer Lake as a way to get
off to that good stan. The weekend brought together the entire residence
hall staff for three days of sun and fun.
"A weekend like that one gives everyone a chance to get to know
everyone else on the staff," said Olivera. "I had a chance to gctto know all
the new faces, as well as get reacquainted with the old ones."

**• • • •* •••
After the fun, it was back to work, then back to school. TheRA's moved
everyone in, then began the mountains of paperwork.
With all they do, il's easy LO forget that the residence haJJ staff arc
students, too.
Everyone should uy Lo remember that

Special thanks toVicki Bodanza, Peggy Zucsik, Andy Kohl, Ron Oliv·
era, Audrey Stuart, andMary Mahoney.for all their help and time, as well
as Julie Plaermo and Vicki Frabotta, whose insight as first time RA's led
me to this idea
-CHRIS WENZLER
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The 'Shout' heard around the campus
By Brigid Reilly, Campus Life Editor

Bushes and trees in the vicinity of John Carroll Uni versity were mysteriously stripped of their foliage. Linens
disappeared rapidly throughout the campus dorms. What
desperately deranged desperadoes could possibly be responsible for this rash of petty thefts?
SHAMA LAMA DING DONG!
John Carroll rocked to the sounds of "Otis Day and the
Knights" on Saturday night. The evening was opened by
the band "Bill Dawg and the Extraordinaires". The band
motivated the crowd imo escalating the already noisy
Varsity Gym.
Despilea brief delay, the tension did notdissipateas the
crowd awaited 'my man Otis'. Welcomed by a huge roar,
Otis launched into over an hour ofsong and dance. Clutching togas and grasping wreaths, Carroll students danced
right along.
"Otis drew the largest crowd gathered at John Carron in
the past three years," said Student Union President Gary
Ritter.
Extensiveadvenising, under the guidance of Pat Lynch
and Jim Walsh, media club chairpersons, was a definite

help in the success of the concen. FI icrs, posters, and radio
promotions were used to reach all comers of the campus
and the general public.
"Weareextrcmclypleased with thctumout,and the fact
that almost everyone had a toga on," said Student Union
Vice-President Jamie Lynch.
"I feel most assuredly that everyone had a really good
time," said Senior Otis Fan Mark Burkey.
The success of the first big event of the year has given
the Student Union confidence in choosing funhcr acts.
"This gives us an opponunity to pursue other big name
entenainment in the future," added Lynch.
One such possibility is the appearance of Saturday
Night Live's Dennis Miller. The Student Union is working hard to bring the comedian to campus.
Thanks are directed to the Knights of Columbus, who
provided security. the University Club, which was respon~
sible for set up and the fraterni ty oflota Phi Tneta, who coordinated parking. Thanks also gooutto Sally Ingberg and
Suzanne Caryl, the hospitality and ticketchairpcrs0ns, respectively, who devoted a great amount of timet:> the concert.
One does have to wonder though, who exacuy was the
thrown over the crowd.
owner of the toga that was

J

Otis Day floats a high note over a enraptured crowd
Carroll's Varsity Gym.
pbolobyFr.CartZabloUI'
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tbe night away, JCU students model their Greek garb as they revel in a Dionysian frenzy
at the Otis Day and the Knights concert last Saturday.
pM~obyFr.eattz..b~o~ny

Wyly scores goals for indoor soccer
- ·- club, seeks approval from Student Union
By Della Thacker, Stoff Writer

--

The fmt step was taken towards forming an indoor
soccer club during an organizational meeting held last
Thursday.
During this meeting, Jamie Wyly, club coordinator,
recommended to the Student Union that an indoor soccer
club be established for all interested John Carroll students.
Wyly, a sophomore at Carroll, also addressed a letter to
Joseph Farrell, dean of students, asking for assistance for
the proposed club.
''I'm impressed with the efforts which Jamie has put
• forth in this endeavor and I really wish him thebestofluck
in trying to get it going. I think that there is a need and that
need will be displayed by the number of students who are
interested, " said Farrell.
The Student Union must award the group "club" status
before any proposals for fund raising are reviewed. Any
monetary support by the school would come from the
student activities budget board, subject to board approval.
Because the university does not have an indoor soccer

facility , Wyly has investigated several health clubs with
indoor soccer leagues, including the Force Fitness Institute.
Pending negotiations with the club manager, fees would
include a $50 fee per game plus a $5 referee charge. Ten
games played during the season is the proposed number
that the team would be involved in.
The club would be enrolled in the winter league, running from the middle of November to early December.
Competitions would be held against other clubs in the
Cleveland area.
An education major, Wyly became interested in soccer
in the sixth grade and has continued his interest by participating in successive indoor and outdoor soccer programs.
He feels thaJ. many students, including himself, would like
to panicipate in a college soccer program, but are unable to
devote the time required fora varsity spon. The club, when
organized, would be a less Lime consuming activity for the
players involved.
Interested students can attend a meeting in the Inn
Between on Friday, September 15 at 4 p.m.
James Wyly can be reached for additional information
at397-5196.

Thursday, Sept. 14
The Student Educatu:m Association will have an orsocial at 7:00p.m. in the Murphy
A pOssible lrip following the meeting to Norton's
also in the works. All are welcome to attend, but those
are unable to makeitcanspeak with a student officer
will be located outside the dining hall on Monday,
18 and Tuesday, Sept. 19 between 4:00 and 5:00

Chi Sigma Phi, Ski Club, invites all men and women
its Fall Smoker/Rush which will be held in room 168
the James A. Bohannon Science Center at 8:00p.m.
t<erre•~nments wiU be served.
The German Club invites all students to its flfStrneetof the semester, which will be held in the Tdlewood
at 8:00p.m ..
Friday, Sept. lS
Chess anyone? Come tO the Gauzman Lounge in the
inistration Building at 7:00p.m. for a pick-up game.
Sunday, Sept.17
The Junior class is having a car wash. to raise money
class activities. Please bring your car to the Gulf
· at the corner of Cedar and Green roads between
and4:00.
If you are interested in
abroad this spring semester then you must
a mandatory meeting in the Murphy Room at 7:30
. The selection of programs will be discussed as well
the exiting and re-entering procedures which all parmust follow. Those who are unable to make it
attend a meeting on Wednesday, SepL 27 at 7:00 in
Murphy Room.
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What is your favorite saying from the
movie" Animal House?"

Mom .9l.way :from Mom
Decorations make dorm rooms
bearable
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •By Marie Pasquale, Asst. Features Editor• • • • • • • • • • • • •
'Mom Away From Mom' is a new column that will give students advice designed to make make college
living easier. Each edition will present different lips that will aid students with every day problems. If
anyone has suggestions for future issues or problems they would like to see addressed, the Features staff
would apprecite your input.
A square room with bland furniture and one window. This could describe army barracks or a donn room
on any campus in America. College students, however, have an advantage over Army recruits. They can
decorate.
A few simple decorating techniques can make living in a dorm a bearable experience.
First ofall, the useofbrightcolorsis best. Nothing closes in a room likeadrabcolor scheme in tans, blacks
and neutral colors.
It has been proven that bright colors serve as a psychological boost, making a person happy to be in the
room. Reading 304 pages of a Faulkner novel is much more tolerable in a small room decorated in bright,
warm colors rather than in a small room that resembles an army tent.
The accessories can add just as much to a room as color scheme. Such accessories include contact paper,
posters, cups, shot glasses, teddy bears, or hanging dinosaurs. Anything that adds to the individualism
the room.
Many students have chosen to paper their walls completely with contact paper. Others have covered all
wall space with various posters. Such methods can make the room seem cozier, and less austere.
Carpeting can serve two important functions. Not only does carpeting add to the decor of the room, it
keeps it warmer in the winter. The latter function can become very important during the harsh Cleveland
winters.
Accessories also include crates. The crate bas the ability to be the most essential space saver one can
obtain.
Anything can be stored in aerate; sweaters, towels, food, CO's or a wide variety of other things. Crates
can be hung on the wall, as they are in Murphy, or balanced on a desk, or placed on the floor. Crates save
drawer space and shelf space. Don' tleave home without at least one.
Anotheroptionmanystudentsacrosscampushaverakenistoloftoneorallofthebedsintheirroom.
adds more space to the room, and can make the room seem bigger.
Since furniture is moveable in all but one donn, it is possible to store things under the bed. Boxes, cedar
chests, or crates can fit under a bed, and secretly at that.
Basically what one does with the room given is up to the individual. With a lirtle thought and a lot of
patience an army barrack can be turned into the next best thing to home.
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by Colleen DeJong
Features Editor

Things are changmg raptdly at
John Carroll. A new business
wing has been opened this semester, and construction has begun on
another new residence hall and on
an expansion of the cafeteria.
There is another change on
campus this year that has been the
subject of much talk around campus. Millor Hall has gone triple.
As a result of increased enrollment at JCU. every room in Millor Hall is a three-man room.

said resident assistant Molly
Coughlin. "We expect that to be
true all year."
"I'm really happy that I have
freshmen this year. They're much
more adaptable,"sSaid RA Mary
Mahony.
No one seems to feel over
crowded. The restdents like the
fact that so many people live ncar
by.
"I hke ltving here," satd freshman Kathleen Lesner. "I've met
so many people already. and tt's
really ntce that they all ltve ncar
me."

"I like living here. .I've met so many people
already, and if's really nice that they all live
near me.·
~Kathleen

Although life is a bit more
crowded and hectic this year than
last, both residents and staff are
very excited about the oncoming
semester.
"Our motto is 'triple the fu n',"

Lesner

"I've meta lot of upperclassmen
too because they come around 10
see what it's like here this year and
to vistt their old rooms," said Lesner. "They've reflected a really
positive attitude and made me feel

welcome here."
Stnce most studen·ts in Miller
are new to Carroll, an air of
comradene has emerged.
One RA fell that it is easier for
the residents to establish a social
life smce the dorm is co-ed.
"The students have had a great
Lime getting to know one another," said RA Jeff Lohr.
"They're up until all hours in the
lounges talking 10 one another or
studying together."
Despite the fun and companionshtp ex pressed by all, there arc
a few problems that have been
plaguing the students.
"Their problems arc less complex than an upperclassman's,
though." said Mahony. "It is a lot
easier to help people deal with
homesickness than fi nding a job
or a major."
"I' ve been trying to use a washer
and dryer for two days." said residentJerry Butler. "They'renever
available."
Lohr expressed dissatisfacuon
with the reception of the television set in the second floor lounge,

as well as the hope that it is fixed

soon.
One thing that studentS have
not found to be a problem is adapting to the amount of space they
have in each room.
One room has lofted all three
beds, which has created the effect
that the room is split into a first
and second floor.

Life in Miller Hall is not perfect. Problems and conflicts are
bound to come up as the year
progresses, as they will in every
other dorm on campus.
For now. though, students and
RA's alike feel that Millor Hall
really is "triple the fun" despite
the poor reception of the lounge
T.V.

Design a ted drivers receive
free non-alcoholic drinks
every weekend at the Rock .
Please don't drink
and drivel

Monday
$ .50 m.bg night

Tuesday
Ladies Night
$1.00 Cocktails

Wednesday
$.10 Specials

$.15 Wings

Thursday
$.50 Specials

-

JCU Place to
13897 Cedar Rd.
Party!
HAPPY HOUR!
Friday
BudNi~t
Fish Fry

$.99 Cocktails
$.75 Specials
Monday- Friday til8p.m.

Saturday

$.10 WINGS 5-7

Blue Streak Specials
$.15 Wings

The Rock is proud to
announce We Deliver!
..;

Sunday
Import night

0:•.·

Beginning October 1, 1989 our famous
wings, burgers, fries, polish boys, and more
will be delivered to your dorm or apartment.
Sunday- Wednesday 7-12 p.m.

932-8828
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Bowen adds a touch of youth to the faculty
by laura Popoff
Ass't Profiles Editor

Upon entering the classroom, it
is hard to determine whether or
not she is a fellow student or just
another new face on campus. Her
appearance is youthful and petite,
as she dons a friendship bracelet
on her left wrist, and a Swatch
watch on the other. All doubts arc
erased however, as she takes her
place at the head of the classroom
and begins to organize her lecture
notes, waiting for the last student
towanderin. Whoisshe?Professor Lauren Bowen, the newest
faculty member in the political
science department.
Bowen obtained her bachelor of
arts degree from Ohio State in
1984, and earned her masters in
Political Science from the UniversityofKentuckyin 1987, where
shereceivedafellowship. Bowen
is currently working on her dissertation, and plans to receive her
doctorate from Kentucky by 1990.
As of spring of 1989, The National Science Foundation allotted Bowen $4,500 in support of
her dissertation, which is on lawyer advertising and on the judicial
impact of how the governed respond to government.
Bowen was born in Hunington,
West Virginia as one of four children. In her pre-teen years, her
family moved to South Point,
Ohio, where she lived until she
left for college.
In 1986, she married Kevin
Snape, a political scientist and
teacherattheCollegeofWoost.er.

For personal and philosophical
reasons. Bowen chose not to
change her name when she married. Despiteherdesireforautonomy as a political scientist. Bowen
and Snape have done two papers
together, and envision doing a
large joint project in the future as
well.
Untilspringsemesterofhersenior year in college, Bowen had
aspirations ofgoing to law school.
Finding herself always wondering why the law is the law, she
decided to become a political scientist instcad.ln addition, Bowen,
who looks at politics very broadly,
is interested in the difference that
government makes in people's
daily lives and what it means to
them.
Bowen found that as a political
scientist she wanted to teach more
than do research, having placed a
high value on teaching as a profession. AJthough Bowen had
searched all over the states for a
teaching position and had several
offers, she chose 10 join the faculty at John Carroll for both personal and professional reasons.
She was attracted to the ideals of
service and scholarship as excmphtied by Carroll, as well as to the
fact that her husband was at
Wooster.
In lhe political science department, Bowen is filling the position left vacant by Dr. Kathleen
Barber who retired last spring.
Bowen is aware that she has been
left a tough pair of shoes to fill.
"The only pressure I feel is internal. I don't think anyone can

replace Dr. Barber," said Bowen.
"lnstcad,I'm going totryandcarvc
out my own little niche. I've put
the pressure on myself ifanything.
Dr. Barber made me feel very
welcome here. I'm not going to
try and replace her; instead, I'm
just going to do what I do best."
Picking up the responsibilities
of Barber, Bowen is now an advtsor on The Pre-Law Committee,
and is in charge of such courses as
Constitutional Law, State Politics.
and Intergovernmental Relations.
She is scheduled to teach three
courses a semester, which allows
her time to engage in worthwhile
research activities.
Bowen finds the student body at
John Carroll to be very aniculate
and willing lO participate as ..U
as talk about their ideas.
"Carroll has a homogeneous
population, yet there area variety
of views which is good," Bowen
said. "I would really like to see
JCU increase its diversity and
minorittes on campus."
At the University of Kentucky,

Bowen gained experience in the
classroom by being an tnstructor.
where she earned the reputation
as being a tough grader Bowen
is very critical ofstudents who do
oot put forth the effort to learn or
think hard, and although she runs
a fauly informal class (she can
often be found sttung lndaan style
on top of her desk), she ex peelS a
lot from her studcnLc;.
As a person. Bowen described
herself as shy and pleasant watha
good sense of humor .
"I've been told that I' m inumidating and intense, but I don't
think so,"said Bowen. "1'm real
interested in ideas; 1 hkc to read
and I enjoy time alone as well. I
also like to be an a varaety of settings, and 1enjoy mecung dafferent people."
Although Bowen moved to
Cleveland only one month ago,
she has already become involved
with The Women's Community
Fund which raises money for projects being organized by women.
In the past, she has also volunteered for The Rape Crises Center in Kentucky.
Bowen feels that being an aca-

demic does not mean that one
should leave their nose in a book.
"Being an academic to me means
doing things out in the community
that would an form my teaching and
givemcabeuerscnseofwhatgoes
on," Sa.Jd Bowen.
At age 27 .Bowen(whohasapair
of Mtckey Mouse ears in her office
wathhcrmckname"Muffin"etched
on back)could beoneofthe youngest faculty members.
"t don't think of my age as a detnment, but it probably could be if
I let it. "commented Bowen on her
youth. "1 thmk my age allows me
to effecuvely communicate with
my studenLc;, as my growing-up
pcnod was very similar to that of
their own. It's hard to be young,
small , and female in this field, but
I try to use it as a strength."
"Students have a great deal of
opponunity here. They are receiving a quality education, and there
areccrtainadvantagcsthatgoalong
wath that education," said Bowen.
"We should try to ask whatobligaLtons we have than the less priviledged have, and how we might
take thas opponun ity 10 help others
as well as ourselves."

Ritter generates enthusiasm
The Student Union tS under new the structural reorganization of the
leadership with new ideas. Gary Union and how it fiLS within the
Riuer, the president, outlined what University with respect to special
the Union has in store for John events.
"Special events are organized
Carroll University.
"We want to build enthusiasm through Lisa Heckman," said Ritfor campus activities," said Rit- ter, "so that the Union can concenter," and encourage students to ac- trate on governmental issues."
Thispastsummer,Ritterand Stutively participate."
Plans for future events include a dent Union Chief Justice Dave
potential performance by Dennis Averill attended a conference at
Miller of Saturday Night Live. A the University ofNotreDame with
show in October is currently being studem leaders from five other
Catholic universities in order to
negotiated.
Returning favorites from last form a national student group
year include Club CocaCola and called the National Association of
Students ofCatholic Colleges and
jello wrestling.
"With the alcohol law in effect, Universities (NASCCU).
"The purpose of the group is to
we arc planning dtffemnt activunite students in an open and reites," said Riuer.
Last Saturday's Otis Day and sponsive forum on issues of interthe Knights concert was an ex- est to students at Catholic schools,"
ample of how the Union plans 10 said Ritter.
The NASCCU has divided the
subsidize low priced concert tickcountry into regions and Carroll
ets.
Riuer explained that a major ac- will host our regional meeting the
complishment thus far has been last weekend in September.

IN THE FLATS
Student Union President
pbaOO 1>7 0.... ~

As one of the founding fathers of
the NASCCU, John Carroll's
Student Union has already shown
it is on the way to a successful
year.

1087 OLD RIVER ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
861-5150
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Lacovic recounts experiences in Japan
by Mary Knorek
Profiles Editor

,

The internationalization of John Carroll
University is taking many forms. Not only
are Japanese students visiting our campus,
but Carroll students are traveling to Japan.
Senior Becky Lacovic spent last year
auending classes at Sophia University in
Tokyo. She explained that her experience
was part of the exchange program Carroll is
promoting with Japan.
"Sophia University, a Jesuit school, is
the number one English university in Japan," said Lacovic. "We also have an
exchange program with Nanzan University."
Lacovic, an economics major, took a
variety of courses including business, liberal arts, Japanese language and philosophy at Sophia.
"I didn't know any Japanese at all," said
Lacovic. "Because Sophia is an English
university, the students wanted to make

Becky Lacovic

pbo1o by Rga Mackie~

U.S. friends. They could practice their
English, but I wasn't able to learn much
Japanese."
Lacovic stayed in a dormitory at Sophia
and noted a lot of differences. The girls
living in the dorm had to clean tubs and
dishes. The female dorm enforced a 10
p.m. curfew every night and men were
strictly forbidden.
"Two days out of the year, guys were

allowed in the dorms for an open house,"
said Lacovic," but even then, your door had
to be propped open."
Dorm life was an example of the sexism
found in Japan because the male dorms did
not have any of the same rules.
Lacovicarrived in Japan in mid-September. The first semester ran from October
until January while the second semester
lasted from April until July. During the interim, Lacovic traveled throughout Japan,
Hong Kong, China, and Macau, a small
counu-y the si7.e of Cleveland located near
Hong Kong.
OneofLacovic 's memorable adventures
was climbing Mount Fuji. In Japan, it is a
tradition to c.limb it once during your life.
Lacovic explained that it is a difficult task
because the mountain is made of black ash
and the air is very thin.
"ClimbingMountFuji was a challenging
and purifying experience," said Lacovic.
"During our all day trip, we passed anumber of elderly people making the climb and

it was their determination that encouraged
us tO continue."
Lacovic noted that the mountain was one
place to see nature. Due to a lot of industrializ.ation. concrete was a common sight
to Lacovic. She noticed that greenery was
at a premium. In some areas, the Japanese
pay to go toparksso thattheycanescape the
concrete.
Lacovic kept busy with classes and traveling, but got homesick around Christmas.
Lacovic counter-attacked these feelings
of homesickness by attending Disneyland
in Japan. The trip brought back memories
of when she saw Disneyland with her family in America.
When she came home this summer,
Lacovic had to adjust. She was used to
speaking very slowly and is sLiJJ getting
used to how loud Americans are. She also
is fighting the inclination to bow.
Despite these necessary adjustments.
Lacovic believed the experience was invaluable.

Smith publishes second collection of poetry, 'All is a Prize'
by Tom Celebrezze
It has been a golden year for
John Carroll's Father Francis
Smith, who recently celebrated the
ftftieth anniversary of his entrance
to the Society of Jesus and also
published his second collection of
poetry, "All is a .Pri7.e" (Pterodactyl Press, Iowa, 1989). He has
been a member of Carroll's English department since 1963, teaching Chaucer, Shakespeare and
Modem Drama.
Smith was raised in Lorain,
Ohio, but his education took him
as far as Oxford University, where

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

he received his masters degree in
English. He taught at the University of Detroit and lhe Jesuit
Seminary before coming here. He
did not begin writing serious
poetry, however, until around
1970.
His f~rs t published work, "First

Prelude".(LoyolaUniversity Press,
1982), is a religious work, the
result of meditations on "Spiritual
Exercises".ofSaintlgnatius which
is the source of the title. "The
Preludes" of Ignatius represent a
preparation for prayer in which
"you consider what you're going
to do," Smith said. It is not an

abstract process, but instead it
involves "visualizing, and using
the senses,'' he added.
"All is a Prize" is not directly
religious. Most of the poems are
photographic remembrances of the
natural world.
"However, 1 still think it is a
celebration of God 's greatness,"
Smith said, " ... and in that sense I
think they are religious." Smith
hopes that readers wiJl be pleased
and entertained by his poems.
"It's silly to spend that much
time on poetry and not have it
read," he said.
Smith asked the General of the
Society of Jesus in Rome if he
should go back to writing solely
religious work. The General encouraged Smith to continue writing from personal inspiration, but
not to feel obligated to use religious subjects.
And Smith is inspired everyday. The poem "Scuba Diving"
epitomizes the overwhelming
sense of astonished engagement
in the natur<il world: ''Euphoric, I
roll like a dolphin/eyes and mind
one with blue light."Likea scuba
diver, Smith comes across as a
visitor in a new world; he is an
observer.
His observations are never flat,
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always joyous. In ''Spring Example" his effcrvent love of life
emerges: "kids, hipped with limp
pullovers/tamingdragon kites that
rear and plunge/in celebration of
crocuses./A world for whistling
in."
He said his newest collection,
"From the Monorail", continues
on this train of thought. "From the
Monorail" is in the early stages of
publication.
Many of the poems in "Ali is a
Prize" are dramatic. Smith admits
that some of these include fictionalized relationships.
"Of course, r'm a priest, and
that limits my experience," Smith
said.
But he does not let this limit his
writing. In "Note Left on Refrigerator", for instance, the narrator
finds a note left by his wife.
Smith's new collection ranges
from the humorous to the heavy.
In "A Midwestern View," for
example, the feeling of security
which accompanies the climatic
predictability of Middle America
is shattered by fear: "And my fields
offaith are blown with fear." What
is the significance of this fear?
"It's basically an affirmation of
human fear. Anyone who's alive
and thinking is.going to be somewhat sad and fearful. It's a conStant human feeling that things are
failing and dying," Smith said.
Smith has already begun work
on his fourth volume of poetry. He
retires next year but hopes to continue teaching. "First Prelude" is
available at Undercover Books on
Coventry, and both books are on
sale at the University Bookstore,
Booksellers at Pavilion and Shaker
Square.
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New look defense supports soccer team
By David Caldwell, Sports Writer

At first glance, the task ahead for the new men 's head
soccer coach Mark Maslona seems an unenviable one. Not
only is Maslona taking over the program from Tim Baab,
the winningest soccer coach in JCU history, but he inherits
a 4-12 team from a year ago.
However, if Monday's hard fought 3-2 overtime loss to
Denison is any indication, the 1989 Blue Streaks may be a
pleasant surprise 10 both Maslona and JCU soccer fans.
The firSt priority in Maslona's inaugural season will be
to improve an often porous 1988 defense that allowed 3.25
goals per game. Goalkeeper Kirk Ahlfors, one of three
senior captains, will back a revamped defense.
"Kirk is the anchor of our defense," Maslona said, •• I
just hope we can give better defense in front of him this
year."
The shifting ofjunior Mike Mangan, the team's leading
scorer for the past two seasons, from forward to defense,
demonstrates Maslona•s soccer philosophy.
"Soccer is a game played from back 10 front," Maslona
said." A strong defense is essential," "Moving Mike back
(to defense) will give him the chance to play the entire
field."
Through 90 minutes of regulation play Monday. the
Streaks held a potent Denison offense to one goal, a big improvement over the six they surrendered when the two
teams met a year ago.
In Monday•s opener, the Streaks frustrated the physical
tactics of Denison, capitalizing early on a goal by sopho-

more Pablo Ramire1-.
The goal was set up by senior tri-captain Ric Costello,
who brings his hustling style back to the offense after
missing all of 1988 with a knee injury.
Junior Carl Helbling scored the other JCU goal, off an
outstanding assist from fellow junior Joe Lardic in the 30minute overtime session. Denison tied the match seconds
later and then scored the game-winner on a misplayed baJI

in front of the Carroll net.
"Denison is a really good team," Maslona said "To be
this competitive with them is a good sign."
Given the Streaks' openingcffon,seniorRicCostello is
confident that the frustration of 1988 is over.
'Tm really encouraged with our performance," Costcllo said, "compared to last year this is a totaJly different
team."

Cross Country teamsthe Cleveland
get College
a heated
start
Invitational on Saturday, Septemby Julie Evans
The Women's and Men's Cross Country teams began
their 1989 seasons at the Case Western Reserve Invitational on a hot and humid afternoon last Saturday. The
weather only added to the pressure already felt by the
athleteS preparing for their first racejn a new conference.
"Not only were we apprehensive about having to compete with only one week of practice, but we had to run in
the heat of the afternoon," said women's coach Grove
Jewett "But considering everything, I would have to say
that I was very pleased with the team •s performance."
At the meet, Junior Heather Peltier placed second, and
close behind her was senior Mary Pusateri, who finished
fourth.
"I wasn't very happy with my performance," said
Pusateri. "I felt good for the first half of the race, and then
entering the second half my legs began to give out and the
weather started to take its toll.
Even though only Peltier and Pusateri ran for JCU on
Saturday, more team members are expected 10 compete in

bcr 16.

"The team is really coming together. Last year individuals did well on the team, but with all the team effort put
forth so far, it looks really good for the whole Learn," said
Puh.ier.
For the men. Junior Mark Waner finished second at the
meet on saturday.
"Mark truly established himselfand is doing very well,"
said men 's coach Don Stupica.
Freshmen Ed Koontz and Matt Nortz and juniors Bill
Pauerson and Brian McGowru1 all fmished in t:'le top fifty
at the invitational on Sarurday.
"Generally r thought that the team ~rfomcred well, but
I am more concerned with the work that must be done in the
next eight weeks in prepartion for the championship. I do
believe that we have a strong nucleus from which to work,"
said Stupica.
On Saturday, September 16, JCU will compete in the
second meet of the season at the Cleveland College Invitational.

Streak's Gridiron notebook
includes four Blue Sneak games
in its l~ventbroadcastingsched

by Scott Tennant,
staff Reporter

Last Saturday the John Carroll
University football team raised its
record to 2-0 by shutting down the
Kenyon Lords 19-3. Senior running back Steve Prelock rushed
29 times for 213 yards and three
touchdowns. including a 73yarder. Last year's starter junior
Kevin Krueger, saw his first action of the season in the second
quarter, passing for 39 yards and
rushing for25 yards. Junior Larry
Wanke was impressive in completing 12 of 21 passes for 95
yards.

***
Media coverage of John Carroll football will expand this fall
as radio station WHK 1420 AM

ule of local collegiate contests.
The station will air JCU games
against Ohio Nonhero on September23, Capital on October 21,
Mount Union on November 4 and
Baldwin-Wallace on November
11.

"In addition 10 providing exciting play-by-play of the games,
the broadcasts will provide each
Cleveland area institution an
opportunity to talk about its athletic programs and recognil-e the
many talented Student athletes in
our comml!nity," said Charles
Bortnick, vice president-general
manager of WHK.

***
S1REAK'S S1REAK- When

Blue Streak kicker Steve Graeca

t-: ran de's

':J

2ND GENERATION

Prelock. The senior transfer from
Ohio Stat.ehas rushed for280yards
mJsaed an exlnl poin& auempt in Jefar.
Saturday's 19-3 victory over
The Blue Sb'eaks' seasonKenyon, it was the ftrSt conver- opening 20-15 vicrory over Bufsion kick he had missed in his last falo was keyed by junior Keith
20 tries. Graeca, a sophomore out Farber interception in the end zone
ofCory,Pa.,missedonlyoneextra as time ran out Farber, a free
point last season, when he earned safety and the only junior starter
All-American honors. Graecaalso on defense, recorded eight tackles
set an NCAA record with a 93.8 and one other interception in the
percent field-goal conversion rate game.
last year.
"'"'*
***
STAT CORNER- Linebacker
HEROICS - One reason the Dave Rastoka, an All-America
Blue Streaks carry a 2-0 record selectionlastseason,raclced up 18
into this Saturday's game at tackles in the Buffalo game....
Muskingum is tailback Steve Gary Nairn had only one catch

against the Bulls, but what a catch
it was. W caring a casl on his r1ght
wrist ro proteCt btoten fingers,

Naim hauled in a 4~-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Larry
Wanke with 2 minutes, 7 seconds
left in the game. The score pm the
Blue Streaks ahead to stay.... JCU
outgained host Kenyon 318-90 in
rushing yards.

•••

NOTEBOOK - Coach Tony
DeCarlo is now 3-0 in seasonopeners during his tenure at John
Carroll. ... This Saturday's
Muskingham game is the first of
seven OAC contests for the Blue
Streaks.

Blue Streak scouting report
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY

MUSKINGUM COLLEGE

BLUE STREAKS

FIGHTING MUSKIES

vs.

13443 CEDAR
AT TAYLOR
CLEVE. HTS.
932-0603

WATCH MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
-AND-

RECEIVE COMPLIMENTARY

HOTDOGS
Mon.-Sat . 3:00 p.m.·2:30 a.m. Sun. 1:00 p.m. ·

2:30a.m.

STREAK STATS: Ranked 14th In latest Division Ill Football News poiL.Steve Prelock's
1,796 career rushing yards moved him ohead of Don Shula into fifth place on JCU's
all-time rushing llst... Dave Rastoka needs one tackle for 400 in his career...CorroU's
offense ls averaging 369.5 yards per game
MUSKIE MESSAGES: Won opener last week, finished4-5·1 in l988...AJI·American
wide receiver Arnold Smalley is out for the year with a knee injury..•Startlng quarter·
back Bob Todd and starting fullback Brian Morris are quesftonable after suffering
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Muskies top Streaks in volleyball tourney
by Michael Newman, Sports Editor

A well-rested Muskjngum squad proved 10 be too big an
obstacle for the John Carroll volleyball team to overcome
in its drive 10 win the Oberlin Early Bird Tournament last
weekend. The women went4-1 on Friday and Saturday to
advance 10 the semifinals of the 16-team tournament, only
to be downed by the Muskies 2-15, 12-15.
In their march to a semi-fmal showdown with Musk ingum, the women defeated Kenyon College, Denison College, Cedarville College and Oberlin College. They beat
Kenyon and Oberlin Friday evening, and finished out the
tournament in what turned out to be a four match volleyball
marathon on Saturday.
"Saturday was a really long day," said senior and two
time Ali-PAC setter Mary Ann Montagne. "We didn't
finish until midnight on Friday, and we had to play four
games on Saturday."
Head coach Kathleen Manning knew that her team was
tired going into the Muskingom match.
"We played Muskingum on only fifteen minuteS of
rest," said Manning. "They had been sitting around watching for over an hour, and I knew we were fatigued. We
didn 'tplay as well as we could have."
Manning was quick toauribute the team's success in the
tournament to this year's bench, which has been strengthened by a strong freshman turnout.
"We would not have won the Cedarville match without
our bench. Our starters were tired, and because of our
freshmen, we were able to rest them." said Manning. "We
won the match because of our freshmen."

Manning and herteam will soon have the opportunity 10
avenge their loss 10 Muskingum. They will take on the
Muskies on September 19 in a three team match at Otterbein. Sincethewomenwillbeidlcoverthewcekend,thcy
should be well rested for the match. This will also be the
first match for the women that will count in the Ohio

Athletic Conference standings. Manning is looking forward 10 the rematch.
"We're doing the things we want to do," said Marming.
"We still need to work on our speed factor, but if we
concentrate on ourcontrolandourconsistancyand how we
defend the ball coming back, we can beat Muskingum."

Women's soccer team wins first ever
match; ladies optimistic
about season
"1 guess we expected to win," Caryl said. "Its kind of
by Mike Stein, Assistant Sports Editor

Before last Saturday the John Carroll University
women's soccertearn never exisled. However that didn't
stop it from defeating Ohio Northern University 2-1 in its
first match ever.
Before this year, women's soccer at John Carroll existed onJy as a club spon. This year, the team will be
playing on the varsity level and competing in the Ohio
Athletic Conference..
"Basically itwas just talking to the administration,'' said
junior Suzanne Caryl. "The idea was already in the
administration, it just needed initiative from the students."
The Lady Streaks showed they have initiative on the
field as well by scoring two second half goals to overcome
a halftime deficit Freshman Renata Stasascoredon a penalty kjck 10 tie the game, and sophomore Beth Mulloy
scored the winning goal with under 15 minutes to play.
"It wasreallyagreatpassfrom AimeeZierolf," Mulloy
said. "I remember asking the coach ifl could come out but
he said, 'Suck it up, there's only 15 minutes to play'."
1

I

hard to explain. We knew we had the individual talent, we
just didn't know how we would play together."
The Lady Streaks worked hard on preparing for their
opening game. Overthel..aborDay weekend, the team put
in double session practices every day. The women practiced from 7 a.m.to9a.m.evcrydaybecauseit was the only
Lime they could all be together. And with less than two
weeks of practice before its first game, the team worked on
every aspect of the game.
"We just wanted to go out there and' play," Stasa said.
"The ftrst couple of games we 'lljust learn to play with each
other. I think it wiJl be a lot of fun."
The win was even more impressive because the women
didn't even know who their opponent would be until a
couple of days before the game. They had to awake early
Saturday morning to view game films of Ohio Northern
before their afternoon match.
"It's a real statement to the school," Stasa said of the
win. "It's Like a thank you to the school forletting us play."
John Carroll next plays at Baldwin-Wallace University
on SeoL 27.
Shannon Barry
Kristina Bauer
Karen D'Angelo
Becky Dawes

3988 Mayfield Rd.
Comer of Mayfield & Warrensville Ctr
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Good Luck to
the Volleyball
L<?ura Green Team Tuesday
AmeeHoyt
Molly Joyce
Against PSU
Megan Keller
DianeUndesmith
and CWRU !

Joan Mauriza
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Jessica McKendry
Mary Ann Montagne
Tracy Parks
Meg Pinkerton
Lisa Shumaker
Kerry Spicer
Michelle Stanton
Debbie Stupica
Wendy Sweet
Head Coach - Kathleen Manning
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